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Note on the ilistribution of irregular primes

1. Introiluction. A prime p is said to be i'rregular if it' divides the nu-
merator of at least one of the Bemoulli numbers Br, Bn,..,,Bo*,
(in the even suffix notation). The simplest proof for the known fact that
the number of irregular primes is infinite was given by Cenr,rrz l1l. JrNsr:N

[2] proved the stronger result that there is an infinity of irregular primes
: - I (mod 4), and MoNTcoMERY [3] generalized this as follows: for
every integer T > 2, there are infinitely many irregular primes + I
(mod 7) . This result also contains the proposition asserted by Sr,Avur-
srri ;S1, namely, that the number of irregular primes : - I (mod 3) is
infinite.

Sr,avursr<ri remarked that, some of the knouin irregular primes : - I
(mod 3) &re - I (mod 4). According to MolrrcoMERY, the first 216 irregular
primes, grouped modulo 12, split into groups of 49,66,43, and 58 primes.
More generally, as noted in [3], numerical results indicate that there is no

deficiency of irregular primes in the residue class I (mod. 7) , if T > 2.

In this note u,e shall show that there are infinitely many irregular
primes : + 5 (mod l2), so that the following theorem holds true:

Theorem 1. At least one of the resid,ue classes I (mod 3) and, I (mod a)

contai,ns an i,nfini,te number of i'rregular primes.

In addition, using ideas frorn [3], rve shall generalize this result by
proving

Theorem2. Ior euery integer T;4, T+6, therearei,nfinitely
many 'i,rregular primes f f I (mod f) .

We also wish to mention the connexion between the questions about
the distribution of irregular primes and the number of regular primes.
This number has been conjectured to be infinite ([4], cf. also [7]). The con-
jecture is proved if, for some integer ? , t'here exists a residue class (mod
?) prime to T containing only a finite number of irregular primes. How-
ever, in view of our present knowledge about irregular primes, the existence

of such a residue class seems improbable.
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2. Preliminary results. Write the Bernoulli numbers in the form

Bz*: NrolDro

(in lowest terms) with Dro) 0 . Then, by the known Staudt-Clausen
theorem, Dro is the product of those distinct primes tr for which l, - |
divides 2ft . Ii'urthermore, by setting

§2k(r) : yzn I 22k + ... -l- (, - t)'u

1ve ca,lr state that, y'fr6 is ootrtrected with Dro by the oongruences

(I) t, Nrp:= Dro§ro(l) (mod t ) ,

valid for each positive integer f [6, p. 260].
Those prime divisors of tr[* which divide the numerator of l{rollc

are called, proper. As is known (see, e.g., [3]), every prime which is a proper
divisor of some -trflro is irregular.

To be able to use (1), we shall need. some information about §ro(r) .

If P denotes an arbitrary odd. prime, we have [3, p. 555]

(2) &o(P) : Pl6 (mod P2) for lc:1(mod P(P - t) ).

Moreover, assuming that k ) I the following congruences can be easily
established:

(3) Bro(8) : - 12 (mod 32) for lt : t (mod 4) ,

(4) §26(9) : - 3 (mod 27) for k: | (mod 9),

(5) &r(12) : - l0 (mod 24).

3. Proof of theorem 1. Let us suppose that there exists only a finite
set of irregularprimes: * 5 (mod l2), say, ?r ,...,p". Put

A:(gr-l)...(p"-l)
and consider Br, with a prime g : I (mod f2z4) .

It is seen that Dr, : 6 . Hence, by (l),

(6) t2N2r:6§2s(r2) (mod 122) ,

which combftied with (5) yields

I[rr--5(mod. f2) .

X'rom this congruence it follows that i[2, must contain a prime factor
p++ l(mod12) . Since p+q, weconcludethat p isaproperdivisor
of tr[zq and thus irregular. By our assumption, p then appea,rs in the
above set of primes.
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Now, because Nr, contains a prime fi (l ! i 
= 

§) as a factor, the

congruence

Brolq - 0 (modP;)

holds true. On the other hand, by virtue of q :- t (mod p - L), the so-

called Kummer's congruence gives us

Brolq - BrlL : r/6 (mod Pr) ,

and we have a contradiction.

4. ProoI of theorem 2. It is sufficient to prove, that the number of
irregular primes + * I (mod f) is infinite for f : 8, 9, 12, and P (an

u"bit*u,ryprime>, 3). Indeed, everyinteger T>4, T * 6, is divisible

by at least one of these numbers f .

For t:12, the proof was carried out' above' The case 
' 
: 9 can be

treated analogously by choosing q: | (mod. 18/) , whereupon (6) is re-

placed by

, ffro : 6 §rs(g) (mod 92)

which gives, by (4), the congruence

ffrr=-2(mod9).
The remaining cases are more complicated. In the first place, let P

be a prime > 3 and suppose, contrary to our assertion, t'hat' pr, " ' , p'
are the irrogular primes + + 1 (mod P) .

We put

flf - 6P(P - 1) (P, - 1) . . .(P, 1) - PhMt,

Mt is not divisible by P , and choose a prime I satisfying

I - I (mod ZMt) , I -3 (mod P^).

Then tr+*l(modP) , alrd.wecanfindafactor n of $(l-l) such

that Dr^, the denominator of Br*, is of the form 6al1 where a: * I
(modPj and I' (:2n f I) is aprime + + 1(modP)' (See [3],proof
of theorem 3.1, where m is d.enoted by p'.)

Note that tr is chosen such that (+ (l - l) , M): I . Consequently,

(n , l,'M) : 1 and the congruence

(9) nq:- I (mod l'M)

is solvable for q. Moreover, one c&n a§sume g to be a prime satisfying

simultaneously with (9) also

(7)

where

(8)
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(r0)

(1r)

where dr,.,.,i1, are the dinisors of rc and 1r,...,1, are distinct
primes > l'M

Consider Brp with Q: nq: 1 (mod l'M). Then (10) assures us that
Dro has no other prime factors than those of Dr,, that is,

Zd,q- I (modlil

Dza: Dzn:6al' , cc =- + 1 (mod P)

Applying this with (2)

(r2)

we get

(13)

to the congruence

P l{za -=- Dze§rq(P) (rnod Pr)

tr[ze : * l' (mod P),

To eliminate the improper divisors of tr/ra, we must rvrite e : ere,
with (Qr, Qr) : I and Q, containing exactly those primes of e that
divide Dro . Then Q, divides .l[ro (see, e.g., [6, p. 261]) and thus the
numerator of NrplQ equals NrolQr. Now, because Q - | (mod 61,) ,
none of the prime factors 2, 3, and l,' of Drn appeaffi in ez so that,
by (f l), Qz- Ll (mod P), and we have 0r: * Q - * I (mod p) .

Together with (13) this yields

NrolQr- *.1' (mod P) .

Hence .tr[rp contains a proper prime factor + + I (mod P) and the proof
can be finished similarly as in the above cases.

As for the case f : 8 , one has to modify slightly the preceding proof.
fn fact, the formulas (7), (S), and (12) are replaced by

l- 1(mod Mr\, l__g (mod Z^),

the last of which

3 lflzo - Dze§ro(8) (mod 8r) ,

then gives, by (3), the crucial congruerlce

iY2s - * l' (mod 8) .
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